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We can see the humor in these images….until someone is seriously hurt 
or even killed on a jobsite.    Almost every jobsite accident is preventable.



• In the Summer of 2020. a working group developed recommendations to increase the 
level of safety on construction sites on our campuses without assuming unnecessary 
liability for the University. 

• The recommendations and implementation included the following: 

o Construction safety guidelines to be more structured and consistent.

o A Site Specific Safety Plan (SSSP) will be required to be submitted for every
project.   

o FDC processes will be integrated with Office of Risk Management (ORM) and 
Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) to create a more comprehensive safety 
program on all of our projects.

o Processes and tools developed to be utilized by FDC staff, external contractors and 
consultants.
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Background and Overview



• Use assessment process of Contractor Pre-Work Evaluation.

• Prepare list of documents to be included in the safety plan.

• Ensure requirement for additional subcontractor safety plans.

• Follow new approval process for Site Specific Safety Plans.

• Conduct site safety activity coordination as appropriate for the project scope.

• Perform periodic project safety audits.

• Involvement with Serious Incident/Accident  Investigation.

• Updates Building Design Standards (Appendix V, Safety Health & Environment)

• Implement safety into project design specifications. 
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Improving Construction Safety Measures:



• FDC PM / CM coordinates with ORM to conduct a Contractor Pre-Work Evaluation (CPWE)

• Construction Team completes and submits the CPWE form to FDC PM who forwards to ORM

• ORM conducts independent assessment of the metrics and responses based on their Risk Methodology 
Guidelines.   ORM may consult with EHS, Legal Affairs or other industry sources

• ORM provides a response to FDC PM regarding the acceptability or other standing of the Construction 
Team based on the CPWE
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Assessment Process of the Contractor Pre-Work Evaluation



• Contractor Pre-Work Evaluation form

• CPWE  form was developed by the Office of Risk 
Management

• Required to be submitted on all projects over $200K; 
projects over $500K will go to ORM for review

• CMR/DB/GC completes this information and ORM 
evaluates to assess the safety structure and history 
of bidding contractors prior to contract award

• CMR and DB provide CPWE info during the RFP 
process.    GC’s provide the CPWE info with their 
bidder’s qualification documentation
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Assessment Process of the Contractor Pre-Work Evaluation



Review & Approval Process
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Approval Process for SSSP

• Construction Team submits SSSP to FDC PM at least 10 days prior to construction start
• FDC PM reviews for completeness and provides comments back
• Construction Team makes necessary adjustment and resubmits
• FDC PM submits to Office of Risk Management and EHS for their review/comment
• Construction Team makes necessary adjustment and submits final plan for acceptance
• FDC PM submits final SSSP to ORM and EHS and generates acceptance letter to 

Construction Team

FDC PM leads safety focused discussion during kickoff meeting prior to start of construction:  
• Larger projects – dedicated separate meeting
• Smaller projects – agenda item during preconstruction meeting
• Under $200K projects – discussion with DB or GC about FDC safety guidelines



• Critical Safety Plans and Documents – varies
depending on project size and scope

• The safety plan should be customized for the 
current project.

• A checklist has been developed to assist FDC 
PMs and CMs with this requirement (all items 
on the checklist don’t necessarily apply to all 
projects)

• Individual Subcontractor Safety Plans should 
be included if not covered in the GC/CM/DB’s 
Safety Plan
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What should be included in SSSP?



• FDC PM / CM coordinates with 
Construction Team to have safety focused 
discussions/meetings for significant 
activities.

• Invite University subject matter experts 
(i.e. EHS, Public Safety, TTM, Engie, etc.) 
depending on the activity to ensure 
requirements and parameters are 
understood by all.

• Larger projects should be dedicated 
meeting.

• Smaller projects can be an agenda item 
during the progress meeting.

• Checklist has been developed to assist 
FDC PM/CM in this effort.
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Weekly Site Safety Activity Checklist



• FDC PM / CM  needs to ensure forms are completed and turned in to confirm 
compliance with the SSSP.

• Frequency depends on project size, scope and duration, but at least once during the 
construction phase.

• Template has been developed to assist FDC PM / CM with this task (shown on next 
slide)
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Safety Audits During Construction
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Safety Audits During Construction



• Site/Job Hazard and Risk Register
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Safety Audits During Construction



• Hazardous Products and Substances Inventory/Register
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Safety Audits During Construction



• Training and Qualification Register
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Safety Audits During Construction



Construction Teams shall report all work-related injuries, illnesses, property damage, and 
environmental release incidents, to ORM within 24 hours of the occurrence, specifically:
• An OSHA recordable, including any incident resulting in a disability or lost time;
• Participant seeks medical attention (OSU Student Health Services, health care provider,

urgent care center, or hospital emergency department);
• Emergency Service response is called.
• Any property damage event resulting in a loss to the university.
• Any significant release of hazardous materials into the worksite.

• Incident/Accident report is provided to ORM as follows:
• Contractor notifies FDC PM immediately and PM promptly notifies DoP and FDC AVP
• Contractor fills out their incident form and submits to FDC PM
• FDC PM sends to ORM, David Smith (and copy Stacey Houser)
• ORM receives and reviews incident and may follow up with Contractor for more detail 

as required.

• ORM provides recommended action as warranted.
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Involvement with Incident/Accident Investigation



• Include University’s requirements and expectations in:

• RFQ templates for A/Es, CMs and DBs
• RFPs for CMR and DB teams
• Supplementary Conditions for General Contractors

• Training video, forms and checklists will be available on FOD Vendor Resource 
webpage

• Email notices will be sent to existing Construction Teams
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Communicating Safety Requirements to Construction Teams



• BDS Appendix V- Safety Health & Environment
• Contractor Pre-work Evaluation Checklist
• Critical Safety Plan Checklist
• Weekly Site Safety Activity Checklist
• Site Specific Safety Plan Audit Form

o Site/Job Hazard and Risk Register
o Hazardous Products Inventory/Register
o Training and Qualification Register

Note:   Forms and tools will be available on the FDC Project Delivery website or on the 
FOD Vendor Resources page.
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Tools and Resources



• SSSP approval process for ORM/EHS to receive and approve
• CPWE submittal to ORM for review and comment
• Incident/Accident Reports submittal to ORM 
• Safety documents to be filed in eBuilder under Construction/Site Safety   (folders will be added to 

new projects)

NOTE:  Until the eBuilder processes are developed, email the SSSP, CPWE and Incident 
Reports to ORM:   osurisk@osu.edu

For specific questions for Risk Management, contact:
• David Smith   smith.4629@osu.edu
• Stacey Houser    houser.61@osu.edu
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Upcoming Integration with Ebuilder Processes:

mailto:osurisk@osu.edu


• FDC will take a proactive role to increase the level of safety on our construction sites.

• CPWE to be provided to Office of Risk Management before contract award.

• FDC and ORM will have increased collaboration on jobsite safety

• Every project needs an approved Site Specific Safety Plan

• Tools and checklists are available to help improve jobsite safety.

• FDC PMs and CMs are expected to have a keen awareness of safety on their construction sites, 
be a leader in promoting safety and have the confidence to speak up if they see something 
unsafe.
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Primary Takeaways:
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Questions?
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